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Clearity and equanimity, the ability ti focus your attention and at the same time let there be lightness and a
wide space within – this is tought in our education.
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Finding people who empathize and have compassion with us is what makes
us most happy on earth.
Carl Spitteler
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International Shiatsu School Kiental
During the Shiatsu education offered
by the ISS Kiental our students learn to
develop a new understanding of their own
body. They discover life in a new way and
open up to a new world of experiences.
This discovery can last a lifetime.
Our education is recognized and qualified
by the Swiss and the German Association
of Shiatsu (SGS and GSD).

What is Shiatsu
and how does it work?
Shiatsu is a form of natural healing which
has its origin in one of the oldest systems of
healing, namely Traditional Chinese Medicine
(TCM). With the help of Shiatsu we can maintain as well as recover health by harmonizing
and strengthening the most important communication system in the body: the energetic system. The energetic system regulates
our physical, emotional and mental growth
as well as all activities in the body, our consciousness and our spiritual development.
Shiatsu is a method of therapeutic bodywork recognized by the Japanese Ministry of
Health. In Japan Shiatsu plays a similar role
to that which physiotherapy plays in Europe.
For the past 40 years Shiatsu has increasingly
spread throughout the western world. Today
this method is widely used in the fields of therapy, education, prevention, care taking and
wellness.
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Shiatsu influences the movement of „Ki“ or
„Qi“ (Energy). Ki is the basis for all life functions and moves through our whole body.
It can be reached and influenced by touch.
More specifically Ki circulates in energetic
channels, the so called meridians. The Shiatsu therapist uses different qualities of pressure on the meridians or other regions of the
body to allow freedom in the energetic space
and to give it the possibility to balance itself.
In addition to this, osteopathic techniques
(structural techniques) as well as stretches
harmonize the body and the energetic system.

well-educated and experienced Shiatsu therapists Shiatsu can be an effective tool for a
wide range of physical as well as psychological issues and diseases.

Touch is the essence of Shiatsu. The Shiatsu
therapist uses the easiest and most basic tool
that we have as humans: our hands. In situations of stress or injury a simple supportive
touch can already have a strong influence on
the healing process. The inherent self-healing
abilities of the receiver get activated and lead
to an increase of self awareness and wellbeing in body, mind and soul. In the hand of

«Clarity and equanimity, the ability to focus
our energy and at the same time to stay wide
and open. These are abilities of a good Shiatsu practitioner. This is conveyed in our Shiatsu education.»
Wilfried Rappenecker,
director of the ISS Kiental.

Shiatsu connects us to the fundamental
forces of life. Maintaining balance is essential
to life. Shiatsu works by facilitating balance
between the nature and the human and his
body. We realize that all humans but also animals, the whole world of plants, the world of
elements and the energetic spheres are connected with each other. They are effecting
each other and are dependent on each other.
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The Philosophy
The ISS Kiental was founded in 1986 as
one of the first European Shiatsu schools.
A large number of successful Shiatsu therapists and teachers have gone through this
school. Still nowadays the ISS Kiental offers one of the leading Shiatsu educations
in Europe.
Wilfried Rappenecker is the Educational Director of ISS Kiental. Although he is a medical
doctor he nowadays only works with Shiatsu.
He is the author of three standard references in the field of Shiatsu: «Yu Sen – Shiatsu
for beginners», «Five elements and twelve
meridians», the «Atlas of Shiatsu – The meridians of Zen-Shiatsu» (together with Meike
Kockrick) as well as numerous professional
articles. He is surrounded by an international team of experienced teachers, which is
a guarantee for an enriching and successful
education.

European Shiatsu Congresses
Significant impulses for the development of
Shiatsu have been given during the European
Shiatsu Congresses in Kiental. In the congress readers you find the contributions of all
lecturers in written form - very worth reading.
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Amidst the amazing mountain world of the
Bernese Oberland students from many different countries enjoy our intensive Shiatsu
training. They often go through profound inner processes of transformations. The fact
that the education takes place in blocks of
6 to 9 days supports these processes immensely.
Our education is built on four pillars:
Masunaga‘s Zen-Shiatsu, energetic Shiatsu
with the body space of a person, osteopathic
(structural) techniques and psychological aspects in a Shiatsu practice.
Zen-Shiatsu is a form of meridian work,
which is one of the leading styles in Europe. It In Zen-Shiatsu practitioners work with
the extended meridian system developed
by Sh. Masunaga. When working with the
energetic body space the therapist perceives differences and energetic patterns in
the body of the client and works with them
directly. Energetic and physical structures
are treated by means of structural work and
are supported by osteopathic techniques.
Furthermore, an understanding of and experience with psychological processes is
of utmost importance when working in the
Shiatsu practice.

The combination of these four elements
is unique in Europe. It is demanding, goes
further than other Shiatsu educations and
offers a stable basis for professional Shiatsu
in the field of therapy as well as wellness.
The philosophy and tradition of natural
healing emphasize the importance of nutrition in order to maintain health. The Shiatsu
education of ISS Kiental also addresses this
issue. Students learn how many daily problems can be reduced through a change in
diet. All meals during the education are prepared in a natural way and include mainly
organic products. Students can thus experience the powerful effects that nutrition has
on us – this is another special and unique
aspect of our Shiatsu education at Kientalerhof.

Also important
Apart from the classes the participants also
experience the natural surroundings of Kiental throughout their education. The power
of nature, especially the mountains, the
snowfields of Blümlisalp, which are visible
in the summer as well, the water that rushes
through the valley, the waterfalls, the view

onto the green summer lawns, the chirping of
the birds, the sound of the bells, the silence of
the snow and the laughter of people sledding
down the hills in the winter months. There are
numerous hiking tracks to beautiful places Kiental is full of power places. Surrounded by
so much natural beauty it is easier to connect
with the subtle energies of life, which are one
of the essential experiences that we want to
convey in our courses.
The house itself is also of special value, it is
a place that supplies the participants with
everything they need. Many people work for
us here - people cook for us, keep the house
clean, look after the garden, heat the woodfire sauna, and in the evening it can happen
that the dining-hall is transformed into a
barefoot-disco. We dance together or sit at
the fireplace and watch the stars in the night.
We can talk about things for which we do not
usually find the time in our daily lives and we
get to meet people from many different countries, people who are interested in sharing
their stories with us and who are also here to
attend a workshop. We can also retreat into
silence and concentrate fully on what is happening within us during the workshops and/
or our education. All this makes Kientalerhof
a very inspiring place to learn.
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For whom is this education?
We offer this training to anybody who is interested in being educated professionally as
a Shiatsu therapist.

healthcare professionals are able to gain a
deeper understanding of the human body,
health and illness. Their therapeutic work will
change and deepen.

It is an excellent continuing educational possibility for body therapists of other modalities such
as massage, physiotherapy, osteopathy, chiropractic or acupuncture. Shiatsu can very well be
combined with other methods of healing.

Our education is especially suited as a path
of self development. Studying and practicing
Shiatsu gives significant impetus for your
own transformation.

Medical doctors, psychotherapists and other

No specific requirements are needed.

Why study at the ISS Kiental
The ISS-Kiental
• o
 ffers a top-notch education that is
recognized by the Swiss and the German
Association of Shiatsu (SGS and GSD)
• is led by the internationally recognized
Shiatsu teacher and author Wilfried
Rappenecker, medical doctor for general
medicine
• has a dedicated and experienced team of
international teachers
• includes intensive courses of educational
blocks up to 9 days in length in an inspiring surrounding
• offers an online forum so that teachers
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		and students can stay connected between
educational blocks
• education is in accordance with the requirements of the EMR (Swiss registration
of therapists of experiential medicine) as
well as the Swiss and the German Association of Shiatsu
• offers an ideal possibility for personal
development in a safe environment
• offers international continuing education
that helps students grow both personally
as well as professionally

Structure and contents of our education
The Shiatsu education of the ISS Kiental includes more than 1000 hours of training. It
splits into 10 Levels of education that comprise 6 to 9 days each. Additionally it offers
150 hours study of „psychology“ and „ medical basic knowledge“ required by EMR and
SGS.
The time in between the different Levels is
designed to allow for repeating all studied
material. Students deepen their practical
skills as well as their perception by practicing the contents of the previous level. To
deepen and integrate the new information
students need to give at least 20 treatments
in between each Level and Level 10 and the
final exam. Reports have to be written for
most of the treatments. At least one tutorial
in between each Level has to be scheduled
(in total 12 tutorials) with teachers of this
school or other ISS Kiental recognized tutors. Voluntary ‚Impulse days‘ are offered in
Bern to deepen the contents in between the
different Levels.
Next to theoretical knowledge, learningby-doing is the main focus in our education. In this way the students train their
practical abilities from the beginning. Already after the first Level they will be able

to give complete whole body treatments to
friends, colleagues and family members.
The treatments exchanged during their
training plus a regular practice of exercises like Do-In, Yoga, Qi Gong or breathing
exercises give our students a higher sense
of self awareness, a more and more refined
intuition and sensibility as well as a higher
energy level and well-being. This practice
sets off important personal development processes.
At the end of each Level the students receive oral feedback. At the end of Level 4, 7
and 10 students also get a written evaluation about their developmental stage through
the teacher of the corresponding Level. This
evaluation plus their practice and the tutorials in between the Levels qualify students for
the next Level. The ISS Kiental certification
booklet helps the students to confirm their
progress and make it visible. Before Level 6
there is an intermediate exam. Passing this
exam is required to continue to the higher Levels of education.
After passing all 10 Levels it is possible to
accompany the entire Shiatsu education as
an assistant. This will further deepen the
student‘s educational process.
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The final diploma
To receive a diploma as a Shiatsu therapist
the following requirements are necessary:
• Passing Level 1-10 including the evaluations at the end of Level 4, 7 and 10 and
passing the intermediate exam before
Level 6
• Giving at least 20 treatments in between each Level, in total 200 treatments
throughout the entire education, 150 of
them need to be documented in treatment
reports

• At least 3 years of practice from the start of
the education till the final exam
• A minimum age of 22 for the final exam
• A documented series of 12 tutorials in
between Level 2 and the final exam
• Three written case studies
• A final diploma work
• Passing the final exam (contains a written
and a practical/oral part)

The Training Programm
Level 1
The basics of Shiatsu
The main focus will be on learning basic
Shiatsu techniques as well as using one‘s
own body as the main tool in Shiatsu. Another important aspect is the ability to be
present, centered and focussed. Students
start to understand the value of physical,
emotional and psychological balance and its
necessity in the practice of Shiatsu, so that
they can start creating their own life in a more
conscious way.
At the end of this course you will:
• be familiar with the basic principles of
Shiatsu
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• know how to use your hands in Shiatsu
• be familiar with the meaning and the right
use of your body as an instrument and
know how to use your body weight efficiently during treatments
• know different mobilization and stretching
techniques and be able to use them in the
right way
• know simple treatment techniques for the
head, neck, feet and entire body, and be
able to use them correctly
• have gained a basic knowledge of the
energy and meridian system
• be able to give different whole body treatments to friends, colleagues and family
• have learnt different systems of body exercises that you can practice at home

Between Level 1 and 2 you have to give at
least 20 treatments (10 of them need to be
documented).

Level 2
Meridian Shiatsu 1
The main content of this Level will be the meridian work in Shiatsu with a large variety of
new techniques for your treatments. The basic knowledge of Yin and Yang, the energetic
organs and the meridians make it possible to
give pleasant and deep reaching treatments.
With the system of the Yu-Points you learn a
tool of body diagnosis. New treatment techniques for all parts of the body give you many
new options in your treatments. In addition
to this, the principles of healthy food and
healthy cooking are discussed.
At the end of this course you will:
• be familiar with the basic theory of the
energetic organs and the meridians
• be familiar with the first half of the pathways of the meridians of Zen-Shiatsu
and be able to work with all 12 of them
• be familiar with the diagnostic tool of the
Yu-Points as well as other signs of body
language (Bo Shin) to be able to understand another person better and see him/
her more clearly
• be able to release blocked Ki through stretches and rotations
• be able to work in a more refined and empathetic way with new techniques for the
neck and belly

• be familiar with the basic knowledge of the
reactions of the nervous system towards
touch and the theory of the ortho- and
parasympathetic nervous system
• know the basics of the theory of Yin and Yang
• have learned principles of healthy cooking
and eating
• have learned further body exercises
Between Level 2 and 3 you have to give at
least 20 treatments (10 of them need to be
documented) and attend one tutorial.

Level 3
Five transformations and selfexperience
The main focus of this course is the theory of
the five transformations (5 elements) in connection with the body and self experience.
Having gained experience with yourself and
your own inner processes are essential premises for body-therapeutic work with other
people. Your own experiencing during this
level will also allow a deeper understanding
of the phases of the five transformations. Guided breathing sessions are used to support
these body - and self - experiential processes.
Deeply touching experiences are made possible through the use of elements of bioenergetics, dance therapy, role play and expression
exercises; they will help you develop your
own potential and make you understand the
different elements and their interconnected
emotions on an experiential level. In this way
healing processes can be activated in the participants.
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At the end of this course you will:
• be familiar with the basics of the theory of
the five transformations be able to apply
this theory to how you experience yourself
and other people
• have made deeply touching experiences
• have gained insights in how to work with
these experiences and how to develop
them further
• have learned further physical and meditation exercises
Between Level 3 and 4 you have to give at
least 20 treatments (10 of them need to be
documented) and attend one tutorial.

Level 4
Meridian Shiatsu 2
The main focus of this course will be the second half of the Zen-Shiatsu meridian system.
This extended meridian system of Masunaga
plus new techniques (like side position, sitting position as well as many new techniques
for the neck and the hara) offer various new
treatment possibilities. The meaning of a
clear focus will be introduced; working with
the refined energetic techniques of deep
rhythm Shiatsu is practiced; energetic states
of kyo and jitsu are discussed. You will learn
about essential psychological aspects in the
field of bodywork.
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At the end of this course you will:
• have learned the complete meridian system of Zen Shiatsu and know various ways
to work with it
• know how to treat in side position
• be able to work with the neck and the hara
in a more differentiated way
• give meridian treatments following the
principles of deep rhythm Shiatsu
• know the system of Bo-Points and know
how to use it in your treatments
• increase the effect of your treatments
through a clear focus
• have gotten to know the psychological
basics for the work with your clients
• have learned further exercises and meditations At the end of the first module
of psychology you will: - be familiar with
the history of psychology and the different currents of psychotherapy - have
gained insights into the relationship
between therapist and client and have
developed an understanding for therapeutic processes
Between Level 4 and 5 you have to give at
least 20 treatments (10 of them need to be
documented) and attend one tutorial. In preparation for the introduction into structural
work in level 5 students have to attend at
least 69 hours of anatomy and physiology
before level 5, f.e. the classes of “anatomy 1
& 2” and “nervoussystem and hormones” as
they are offered at Kientalerhof yearly.

Level 5
Structural work and Inner Techniques
Main contents of this course will be the introduction into the osteopathic techniques of
structural work as one central aspect for our
Shiatsu. Different tests and treatment techniques for working with the spine as well as
the neck and pectoral and pelvic girdle in prone position will be the centre of our work. The
main focus is on allowing more space and movement in the body. You learn a whole bundle
of structural techniques with which you can
work in this sense. Another main part will be
the introduction into Inner Techniques which
facilitate the work with the energetic space
and the energetic structures like meridians.
Principles of healthy cooking and eating get
deepened.
At the end of this course you will:
• be able to test shoulder and pelvic girdle
for blockages and misalignment
• know specific techniques to treat blockages along the spine
• know techniques to specifically work with
the shoulder girdle and the pelvis
• experience the depth of the meridians and
how to be present in this depth in meridian
work
• touch energetic structures like meridians
from the depth of your own energetic
space

• understand the nature of energetic perception and know how to use it in your
practice
• know further principles of healthy cooking
Between Level 5 and 6 you have to give at
least 20 treatments (10 of them need to be
documented) and attend two tutorials with
different teachers. On the day before level 6
there will be the written intermediate exam.

Level 6
Meridian Shiatsu 3
The main focus of this course will be to
deepen your knowledge of the meridian pathways and to work more differentiated with
the me- ridians by having a clear focus. The
Shiatsu techniques you have learned before
will get more refined and new ones will be
added - for instance working with the elbows
and knees. With Hara Diagnosis a new diagnostic tool is introduced. Using the theory of
the 5 transformations will be a valuable tool
in the practice. Working with kyo and jitsu
patterns will be deepened. Participants will
learn Whole Body Viewing, an intuitive perception of the body space of a client. First
techniques of the local Shiatsu are shown.
The technique of High Position is deepened.
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At the end of this course you will:
• be able to work with a clear focus on the
meridians
• recognize kyo and jitsu patterns and know
how to touch them
• use elbows and knees as instruments in
your treatments
• use hara diagnosis as an important source
of information
• profit in your practice by using the theory
of the 5 transformations
• treat local issues with simple local
techniques
• perceive the whole body space of your
client and notice relevant patterns within
this space
• feel more secure when choosing the high
position
• have learned further exercises and
meditations
Between Level 6 and 7 you have to give at
least 20 treatments and report all 20 of them.
In addition to this you need to attend at least
one tutorial.

Level 7
Diagnosis means understanding
The focus of this course will be the introduction
to the diagnostic process in Shiatsu. This includes the first interview with the client, the art
of listening, body diagnosis, whole body view-
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ing, answers to the question how and where an
energetic organ manifests in the body as well
as in the life of a person, the question of the
strength and beauty of the client, the decision for a theme of the treatment as well as the
treatment itself and the consultation.
In this course Masunaga‘s back diagnosis
will be introduced, the whole body dreaming
is being deepened, the inner techniques of
expansion and alignment are introduced and
the 5 transformations and the principles of
yin and yang will be deepened in the context
of the diagnostic process. Further relevant
psychological aspects of bodywork will be a
topic and how to accompany psycho- logical
processes.
At the end of this course you will:
• have gained a deeper understanding of the
diagnostic process in Shiatsu
• have a wider understanding of Shiatsu and
of your role as a Shiatsu therapist
• have gained conversational skills for a
more profound first interview with a client
• see the resources of a person more clearly
and use them in your work
• understand and use the meaning of expansion and alignment in the work of Shiatsu
• have a deeper understanding of yin and
yang and the 5 transformations
• know how to use the Masunaga‘s back
diagnosis
• have met further psychological aspects of accompanying people in the therapeutic process

At the end of this module of psychology
you will:
• have learned the different levels of development and have understood the meaning
of transition times - have gotten to know
the basic principles of systemic work an
• have met at least one method how to use it
therapeutically
Between Level 7 and 8 you have to give at
least 20 treatments and document all 20 of
them. In addition to this you need to attend
at least one tutorial.

Level 8
Traces of Ki – meridian free Shiatsu
The main focus of this course will be a meridian free Shiatsu, which is a central element
of our Shiatsu at ISS Kiental. When working
without the net of meridians, which usually
helps us orientate ourselves, it becomes essential to find a new orientation in the energetic space of the body. New techniques of the
local Shiatsu will be introduced, the understanding of kyo and jitsu are deepened and
you learn to give Shiatsu along these kyo and
jitsu patterns. Working with connections in
the energetic space will be a topic, as well as
the understanding of Shiatsu as supporting
and accompanying psychological processes.
In one day you will learn different home remedies and medicinal drinks for various issues.

At the end of this course you will:
• know the necessary instruments to work
with local issues
• work meridian free with energetic patterns
in the whole body space of the client
• be able to follow kyo- or jitsu-lines (and
other lines) in the body of the client
• find resonance areas and work with them
• allow connections develop in the body with
light hands and a light mind
• understand Shiatsu as supporting and
accompanying psychological processes
• use easy household remedies to alleviate
someone’s pains
Between Level 8 and 9 you have to give at
least 20 treatments and document all 20 of
them. In addition to this you need to attend
at least one tutorial.

Level 9
Structural Work 2
In diesem Kurs werden die technischen
Mögextended. New diagnostic tests and
treatment techniques for the neck and pelvis
in supine position will be shown. In addition
to this fascial techniques will be introduced.
You will learn how to connect all these techniques with the meridian work and to integrate them into your Shiatsu. Relevant psychological aspects of bodywork are discussed.
At the end of this course you will:
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• know more diagnostic tools for the examination of neck, pelvis work and shoulder
girdle in supine position
• treat blockages and restrictions of the
mobility in these areas specifically
• integrate fascial work in your Shiatsu treatments
• have deepened relevant aspects of supporting and accompanying processes in
your Shiatsu work

techniques) s/he wants to use in any given
case. Energetic work is deepened. For this
level students prepare topics about concrete
diseases or complaints and present them in
written form and as a short lecture in front of
the class. Topics such as „What is health and
what is disease?“, “No intention” or „How
does Shiatsu actually work?“ are looked at
more closely. Visions and plans for after the
training are shared and discussed.

At the end of this module of psychology
you will:
• know more about what is relevant in accompanying processes in the shiatsu practice
• have learned to distinguish neurosis from
serious psychopathologies
Between Level 9 and 10 you have to give at
least 20 treatments and report all 20 of them.
In addition to this you need to attend at least
one tutorial.

At the end of this course you will:
• be able to connect meridian work with
meridianfree Shiatsu with kyo and jitsu
patterns and with structural work
• have a deeper understanding of how you
can meet your clients in different situations in your Shiatsu practice in clear and
focused treatments
• know more about a number of complains
and diseases and how you can support
your clients effectively with Shiatsu
• know how to find the information needed
when having questions coming up in your
practice
• be able to assess your own Shiatsu and
decide which steps to take to prepare for
the exam your diploma and afterwards
• know how to prepare for the Swiss higher
federal exam for complementary therapy

Level 10
Therapeutic concepts in your
Shiatsu practice
In this course the meridian free orientation
is combined with meridian work and structural work. This happens on the basis of
the perception of the whole person in her/
his body space; the therapist decides which
of the available techniques (energetic kyojitsu patterns, meridian Shiatsu or structural
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Between Level 10 and the registration for the
exams you have to give at least 20 treatments
and document all 20 of them. In addition to
this you need to attend at least 2 tutorials.

Teachers
Rappenecker Wilfried (D)
Director of the ISS Kiental
and the „School for Shiatsu
Hamburg“, co-founder of the
German Association of Shiatsu (GSD), director of the European Shiatsu Congresses Kiental. As a medical doctor he works with Shiatsu in first place.
Author, Co-Author and Publisher of by now
seven internationally recognized books specialized on the topic of therapeutic Shiatsu.

Beretta Claudia (I)
Started her Shiatsu Studies in
1987 in Kiental. Teacher education at the ISS, finished in
1992. Since then Teacher at
the ISS Kiental, director of the
Shiatsu Shintai School in Padua. Works in her
own practice in Padua.
Bokoum Madina (F/CH)
Madina connects her practice
of Shiatsu with organismic integrative psychotherapy (OIP).
A main aspect of her work are
psychosomatic issues. Since
2005 she is a member of the Commitee of supervisors (SGS) and works as a professional
supervisor.
Camenisch Carla (CH)
Certified Shiatsu-, Massageand Breathing-Therapist, Qi
Gong teacher. Further education in meditation, trauma therapy, personal development.
Since 1986 she has her own practice in Chur.
Since 1994 she is working in the field of adult
education and teaches Shiatsu since 2003.
Federally qualified educator.
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Hoffmann Susanne (CH/USA)
Originally Biochemistry and
Pedagogy. Further education in theater pedagogy.
Course instructor in the field
of personal development for
the past 10 years. Shiatsu education at the
ISS Kiental. Works in her own practice in Bern.
Pilloud René (CH)
Certified Shiatsu Therapist,
federally certified Andragoge,
HF & Coach, Teacher and Tutor
at the ISS Kiental. Works as a
coach, Andragoge and Shiatsu Therapist and for some years as an Akido
teacher. Further education in body-centered
psychotherapy, psychology and communication.
Sieber Helga (CH)
Body- and breathing-therapist, long experience in counseling single people as well
as groups. She has completed the following educations
which she integrates in her work: „Life Art
Process“, dance- and expressive therapy
by Anna Halprin, breathing-therapy, further
education with Ilse Middendorf, body- and
breathing-therapy as well as therapeutic conversation, NLP and primary work, family constellation by Bert Hellinger.

von Schinckel Franziska (D/
CH)
Certified Shiatsu and Craniosacral Therapist, certified
teacher for Feldenkrais, many
years of experiences in Shiatsu, Shin Tai, Macrobiotics, Craniosacral Therapy, Feldenkrais, Yoga and Bioenergetics in
her own practice. Teaches Shiatsu since 2003.
Jürgen Westhoff
is teacher at the Shiastu
School Hamburg, Osteopath
and Naturopath. Through
his education in Craniosacral
Therapy (with Hugh Milne)
and Osteopathy he gained profound knowledge which became an important aspect of
his Shiatsu practice. His year long experience in meditation is just as present. „Practising and teaching Shiatsu i experience as
giving and receiving at the same time. Flowing vitality. It is the most fulfilling form of
encounter and communication for me and
requires presence on all levels of being.“

Course Administration
Ernst Jäger
Administration ISS-Kiental
Tel. Direkt 033 676 76 25
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Kientalerhof
School of Body Therapy
Kientalerhof has a long tradition and profound experience in the field of body therapy.
We offer a large variety of professional basic
as well as advanced trainings for bodywork.
They are developed further according to the
latest research and adapted continuously to
the current requirements.
Through merging with the School of Body
Therapy in Zurich on the 1st of October 2013
we have additional locations available where
we offer educations and advanced trainings
compliant to EMR and ASCA:

Kiental, Wetzikon, Uzwil

Kiental –

a place amidst the powerful
and almost pristine nature in the Bernese Alps, easily accessible, also by public
transport
• Shiatsu
• Dao Acupressure Therapy
• Biodynamic Craniosacral Therapy
• Rebalancing
• Ayurveda and Massage
• Colon Hydro Therapy
• QuantumRegenesis
• Qi Gong
• Inter-methological Trainings
• Medical Knowledge – Basic and Advanced

Wetzikon – a space of silence close to
Zurich
• DAO Acupressure Therapy
• Structural-Biodynamic Craniosacral Therapy
• Craniosacral Anatomy
• QuantumRegenesis
Uzwil – Our course room amidst of
East-Switzerland
• DAO Acupressur Therapy
• QuantumRegenesis
We offer regular open days in Kiental and
Wetzikon and information evenings in different cities with talks and demonstrations
about the trainings. For further details visit
the website www.kientalerhof.ch
Do you have questions or would like some
advice? Give us a call. We are looking forward to meet you! Phone: 033 676 26 76 or
info@kientalerhof.ch
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The Kientalerhof
Continuing education amidst the powerful nature of the Swiss Alps

1986 we founded one of the first shiatsu schools in Europe. Since then we have
broadened our program extensively. Today
we offer substantiated trainings and continued educational classes for bodyworkers.
Furthermore our program contains various
workshops in the area of self-fulfillment,
consciousness and creativity.
Kientalerhof – the ideal environment
for learning
Silence and pristine nature, far away from the
noise and fast pace of the cities, turn Kiental
into a place where ideas, senses, thoughts
and emotions can unfold and grow. Meetings,
communication, insights, our creative power
– they all find space and time. Here we can
listen inward, distinguish the important from
the unimportant and concentrate on what really matters to us.

Kiental – oasis of stillness in the canton
of Berne
Kiental is situated in the Swiss alps submontane the monumental Bluemlisalp mountain
in the highlands of Berne. Just a few kilometers away is the small town of Spiez, the
mountain Niesen (a power place, also called
“the pyramid of Switzerland”) and the historic town of Thun at the lower end of the Thun
lake. If you love the solitude of the mountains,
the roar of the waterfalls, the spicy fragrance
of the woods and meadows and are not afraid
of steep paths, you will be rewarded with a
special experience of the wonders of nature.

Ecological design, modern seminar
equipment
What nature gives to us is reflected in our
house which has been ecologically refurbished and designed with a lot of care. In the
house which is more than 100 years old, partly with newly built seminar rooms, originality
connects with clear design and modern infrastructure. Many of our guests appreciate the
mainly vegetarian and natural food that we
serve. Kientalerhof is one of the pioneers in
serving health enhancing food.

Center for holistic bodywork and development of consciousness Kiental
School of Body Therapy Kiental Wetzikon Uzwil
Griesalpstrasse 44 CH-3723 Kiental I Zürcherstrasse 29 CH-8620 Wetzikon
T: +41 33 676 26 76 I info@kientalerhof.ch | www.kientalerhof.ch

